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In Defense of Doubt: an introduction to new thinking

By

Dr Val Webb

Fifteen years ago, I began writing a book which was later published under

the title “In Defense of Doubt: an Invitation to Adventure.”  I wrote the book

as much for myself as anyone else, to articulate finally coming to terms with

religious doubt as a necessary part of being human after forty painful years

of feeling insidiously guilty about it!  I had no idea how the book would be

received, but letters and phone calls flooded in from people who, for the first

time, felt validated to express their inner feelings.  Even today, hardly a

week goes by that I do not receive a communication from someone

somewhere telling me how the book freed them from guilt about doubt. The

funny thing is that the book doesn’t give alternate interpretations of key

doctrines or new readings of problematic Biblical texts – it simply points out

that doubt, in any area of life, is healthy and the only way we move from

outdated, inadequate ideas to new and useful knowledge.  When you state

the thesis of the book in this way, it seems so blatantly obvious, like arguing

we should be happy we have enough to eat, yet for many in religion, the idea

of doubting the beliefs is not OK.
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For centuries, Christianity has perpetuated what I will call theological abuse.

There are exceptions, but for most of our history, authoritative truths which

cannot be questioned have silenced doubters, convincing them to blame

themselves for their ‘unbelief.’  The solution is always more faith, more

confession, less pride in one’s own opinion or more prayer, rarely an

affirmation that the doubter might be right and that the doctrines may be

leaking like sieves.  Even when a doubter decides not to stifle doubts any

longer but proclaim them whatever the consequence, it is usually at a point

of desperation.  Martin Luther endured years of agony before finally pinning

his theses on the door at Wittenberg. He wrote, “Although much of what the

Church said seemed absurd to me and completely alien to Christ, for more

than a decade I curbed my thoughts with the advice of Solomon, “Do not

rely on your own insight (Prov 3:5).”  I always believed there were

theologians hidden in the schools who would not have been silent if these

teachings were impious.”  Manning Clark’s clergyman father, however, is

the more common picture of a doubter, plagued with religious questions

throughout life that he could never confess.  Manning says, “when I was a

child my father said to me, “Look boy, I am as sure of the resurrection as I

am of anything living,” but,” Manning says, “I never knew then and I do not
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know now whether he was saying this to stifle a doubt that tormented him all

his life.”

We like to use the metaphor of a family for the church, yet there are many

types of families, some quite dysfunctional.  Blaming the doubter for their

doubts is, to me, like domestic violence or sexual abuse within a family.  Not

only is the person violated by someone with authority over her but the

violation is seen as her fault.  Her own authority negated, she must

internalize the belief that another’s authority can rightly substitute for her

own experience – and that she has no legitimate right of reply.  We condemn

domestic violence and abuse today yet perpetuate this treatment of doubters

within faith communities by silencing them before teachings which cannot

be questioned.  The ‘cure’ is rarely to encourage someone to claim their own

authority, but rather to be more trusting of the mystery or, if all else fails,

adopt a position of intellectual dishonesty, unable to believe the truth claims

yet blaming ourselves for the problem.  No wonder so many people leave

churches, refusing to play such an unhealthy game.  Religious writer Karen

Armstrong tells of smothering her doubts as a seventeen year old in a

convent, trying to “just believe,” as instructed, to accept her superiors’
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rationale that she was still in a state of spiritual immaturity and not capable,

as yet, of understanding the supernatural:

For years I had told myself that black was white and white black; that the so-

called ‘proofs’ for God’s existence had truly convinced me, that I might not be

feeling happy, but that I really was happy because I was doing God’s will … I had

deliberately told myself lies and stamped hard on my mind whenever it had

reached out towards the truth.  As a result, I had warped and incapacitated my

mental powers.

When Karen finally expressed doubts about the resurrection to an older,

more scholarly superior, the sister agreed with her but quickly added,

“Please don’t tell the others!”  In retrospect, Karen wrote:

I am convinced that I had not been alone in my doubts; there must be hundreds – 

thousands – of Christians who suppressed similar misgivings, stamped on their 

rebellious thoughts, and felt all the while a sinking loss of intellectual and 

personal integrity.  These people must be crippling their minds as I had done by 

confining them within an untenable doctrinal system.

A colleague of my husband’s who visited us soon after the doubts book

came out was absolutely stunned when I told her at breakfast what my book

was about.  Because we went to church, she had assumed we went along

with all its traditional doctrines. She had been raised in a church where

everything had to be believed literally, under threat of hell, but she had
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always had major doubts.  Because of this, she no longer attended church but

was still riddled with guilt and angst over it all.  After a few days of talking,

she was a different person.  She did not even need new explanations for the

old teachings that had caused her so much pain – that could come later.  All

she needed was permission to listen to her own internal logic and intellect

and question boldly what did not make sense, yet had controlled her for

years.  “My chains fell off, my heart was free” was true in the opposite way.

Instead of suppressing her doubts to find freedom, she had been freed to

doubt.  Her husband contacted me later to tell me what a difference this had

made to her and how close his wife had come to a serious meltdown over her

internal struggles.

This is not new.  William Cowper, the Eighteenth century hymn writer who

wrote such emotive hymns as “O for a closer walk with God” and

“Sometimes a light surprises the Christian while he sings,” spent his whole

life plagued with religious doubt.  The big bogey in his day was the

“unforgivable sin,” conveniently interpreted as consistently doubting or

denying the received “truth.” Since this was exactly what Cowper was doing

despite his serious struggle to believe, he decided God could never forgive

him.  When his guilt left him unable to pray, he saw this as evidence the
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Holy Spirit had deserted him.  His despair led to ongoing bouts if

depression, the hymns coming in rare moments of peace. Towards the end of

his life, Cowper dreamed God came to him and said, “It is all over with thee.

Thou hast perished,” and thus he died, uncomforted and, he believed,

unforgiven.  Stories of such doubters fill the pages of theological history

since many folk begin theological studies hoping that, in the process, their

secret doubts might be resolved – Paul Tillich, Rudolf Otto, Henry Fosdick,

Rita Gross, John Hick, Mary Jo Meadows etc all talk of this.  Some, like

Cowper, have been destroyed in the process; others simply left religion

behind, unable to live a sham; while others survived because they found a

mentor who affirmed their doubts and offered new ways to think.

Theologian John Cobb, a child of missionary parents in Japan, talks of going

to the University of Chicago:

In a few months, I discovered that my understanding of Christianity melted away 

through my exposure to the thought of the modern world.  I was appalled at how 

quickly a faith I had thought so secure was undercut.  I experienced what has 

since come to be called “the death of God,” and it felt very much like my own 

spiritual death as well.

This terrifying experience led Cobb to face his doubts head-on rather than

spending the next three years “hammering mails into the coffin of his

childhood God.”  He enrolled in the Divinity School and, fortunately, his
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first professor, Charles Hartshorne, introduced him to Process thought which

made much more sense to his mind than anything else he had heard.

Not all of us are so lucky, especially when the halls of academia and the

“knowledge” are closed to us and we are left to struggle within ourselves,

sometimes for a lifetime, smiling on the outside yet tied in knots within,

hoping for some hint somewhere of a new way to think.  When Karen

Armstrong left the convent, she wrote, “I could no longer believe in the

doctrines of the church, but I still longed for the sense of heightened

intensity and transcendence that the convent had promised to give me.”  This

may be where many of us here today stand – frustrated by the unwillingness

of many churches to address contemporary challenges; put off by hymns,

readings and liturgies that perpetuate outdated cosmology, ethics and

theology; yet unwilling to forego the community of faith that has been an

important part of our history.  Catholic feminist theologian Elisabeth

Schussler Fiorenza, when asked why she stays in a church that has so

consistently excluded and denigrated women, always replies that the

question is wrong, since it assumes that the hierarchy and its doctrines are

the church, rather than the people of God whom they serve. To leave is to
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give up our birthright and surrender the naming of God and the Divine will

to others.

When I first wrote the Doubts book, the writings of the Jesus Seminar and

people like Marcus Borg and Bishop John Shelby Spong had not infiltrated

the public marketplace as they have today and, if and when they did, they

were loudly denounced, not by the public as much as the academy and

church who felt they owned the theological “knowledge” hidden away in

universities and seminaries.  Research into historical origins of Jesus by the

Jesus Seminar was considered much too controversial and complicated for

lay people to understand – the hierarchy must decide what information their

constituents were "ready" to hear.  This was exactly why the Jesus Seminar

resolved to become public theologians – top scholars engaging in serious,

open-minded research and presenting their findings in a critical, not

dumbed-down way to the lay public who were trying to live their faith

authentically in a changing society and who needed an alternative to strident

doctrinal certainty or unexamined, simplistic piety.  Professor Thomas

Sheehan from Stanford says, “the Jesus Seminar fights ignorance with

information and hysteria with history, and in the process runs the risk of

actually making religion interesting and exciting.”  Yet the movement was
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trivialized in its early days for doing this, just as Bishop John Robinson was

attacked in the sixties for writing his Honest to God for the popular market.

I remember in a heated debate once about theology for the popular market, a

droll voice from the back asked, “Are you saying theology is only suitable

for the unpopular market?”

The Da Vinci Code novel re-ignited this controlling attitude as to what non-

specialists can hear and spawned a frenetic rush to publication of scores of

books by religious leaders, pointing out all the things Dan Brown got wrong,

rather than taking this overwhelming public interest in Christian origins as

an opportunity to introduce some good contemporary biblical scholarship to

an eager public.  It was a PR person’s dream, an enthusiasm for information

many of us have spent decades in church committees trying to produce!

What stimulated public interest was something they had always suspected --

that there might be more to the Jesus story traditionally handed down each

Sunday and that some of their own doubts about Jesus may, in fact, be valid.

When I teach classes on contemporary Jesus studies or the fluidity of ideas

in early Christianity, the most common response I get from long-time church

people is “Why didn’t they tell us this?”  It is patently obvious to them from

the articles they read for class that the Biblical criticism and Jesus research
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material now coming into the public arena has been taught in seminaries for

years, yet has hardly filtered down to the pews because of calculated

decisions somewhere not to raise such issues with lay people.  When I

challenged my own clergyperson once as to why such well-established

scholarship was not offered in his sermons, his reply was “I don’t want to

pull the carpet out from people if they don’t have doubts in the first place!”

Would a doctor refrain from pointing out proven negative effects of smoking

to a patient just because that patient was happy with her pack a day habit?

That is a matter of life and death – as is this for many people!  I hastened to

assure my minister that many of his folk were already sitting on bare floor

boards, desperately hoping to find a new carpet, or a promise of one!  When

I completed my first Religious Studies degree in the Eighties, having

returned to university mid-life purely to resolve the soul-destroying religious

doubts I had lived with for years, a minister from my youth got collegially

confidential over a cup of coffee, telling me, now that I was in the

profession, how he had never really believed the Virgin birth and a number

of other key doctrines.  I was devastated!  I had sat in his congregation

Sunday and Sunday, wracked with doubts about such issues, hoping for even

a hint that he might have such questions, but never a crack appeared as he

toed the traditional line with devout confidence.
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Control of the “knowledge” is a central problem with doubt – the stronger

the religious truth claims made by those in authority, the harder it is to allow

doubts a hearing; and there are subtle ways to discipline, shun or diffuse the

doubter’s questions.  After a presentation on Doubt in our large Methodist

Church in the States, I invited questions. One of our ministers jumped

straight in, making a little speech about how he had never experienced any

difficulties voicing doubts in church because he was a member of the

Methodist tradition which was very open to questions.  That, of course,

effectively sealed the lips of the less bold in the audience, but fortunately

others ignored this conversation-stopper to tell of their doubts, even in this

minister’s congregation.  Afterwards, this minister cornered me for half an

hour, recounting all his still unresolved theological questions!  Church

leaders who assume their congregations are doubt-free zones or, alternately,

are hospitable spaces where any doubts can be aired, need to take a closer

look.  There are hordes of “backbones of the church” whose lives are a

constant wrestling with doubt.  There are hundreds who warm church pews

but live dual existences, simply switching off to the incongruities in the

stories.  There are thousands, evidenced by New Age and para-church
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movements, who still seek the sacred dimension, having been forced out of

childhood religion by unbelievable dogmas.

One problem is that most people have been exposed to only one theological

package about God and humanity, usually the classic creation, fall and

redemption motif positing an all-powerful, offended God demanding the

death of an only Child in some great cosmic scheme as payment for

inevitable human sin, all in the name of love.  In the absence of more

palatable descriptions of Divine activity, their options are blind belief

regardless of their doubts, or reject God altogether and be labeled

“unbelievers.”  Most doubters do not want to reject the sacred dimension – if

they did, they would simply walk away.  Like many of us here, they

desperately want a credible belief system but can’t accept the package

offered, which is why this Progressive Christianity is so life-giving.  We

sometimes forget Jesus also challenged the rigid control of Divine “truth” in

his day and, to rephrase Paul’s famous comment, “If Christ does not make

you free, if the Gospel you hear is not liberating good news, you remain in

bondage to inadequate belief systems.”
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People ask why I wrote about doubt.  Because that is what I know!  Even as

a pre-adolescent in love with God, I struggled to believe the belief systems

that went along with it in my religious environment.  The message was

always that there was something wrong with me and the plethora of happy

praying Christians around me miraculously finding car parks and receiving

unsolicited windfalls was proof of this.  With no access to alternate versions,

I nearly drove myself mad as a first year science student at University, trying

to squelch doubts about an inerrant Bible teaching a Divine-human Jesus and

bodily resurrection, all of which had to be believed to be a Christian.  It was

OK to endlessly discuss the small questions but not these “biggies!”  These

struggles continued, in varying degrees of intensity, for many years until I

finally resolved, like 19th century  theologian Rudolf Otto before me, to go to

where the “knowledge” was kept – theological college -- and find out for

myself or, as Otto said at the start of his theological studies, “I went there,

not so much to quest truth, but more to vindicate belief.  I left with the

resolve to seeking nothing but the truth, even at the risk of not finding it in

Christ.”  Friends told me I would lose my faith at university and I did lose

something – inadequate belief systems I could now surrender because I had

permission for the first time to trust my doubts.  I also found liberating new

ways of thinking.  Interestingly as a sideline, I first applied to Queensland’s
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Uniting Church College in 1981, but was told I could not study theology

there unless I was going for ordination, so I went to Queensland University

instead.  In the following years, I somehow ended up as Chair of the Uniting

Church Queensland Synod’s Commission on Education which included

theological education and, by the time we returned to the United States

seven years later, 80% of the students in this theological college were lay

people, not interested in ordination but seriously searching for authentic

answers to their questions!

When an absent-minded professor gave the final exam questions to his

secretary to type, the secretary questioned him.  “Professor, do you realize

these are the same questions you set last year?”  The professor smiled, “Yes,

I know, but this year I’ve changed the answers!”  That is what I discovered at

university -- theologian after theologian from the beginnings of Christianity

asking all the questions I was asking, changing the answers decade by decade

as the knowledge base, context, world view and language of the time

changed.  That’s what theology is all about -- Augustine, Abelard, Calvin,

Harnack, Bonhoeffer, Rosemary Radford Ruether, Elaine Pagels and Karen

King adjusting the answers so they make sense in their particular time and

place.  When people claim an unchanging divine Truth for all time, I ask
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them why seminary takes four years – an unchanging truth would need one

textbook and a few weeks to read it!  Then, and in later doctoral work, I

found ways to talk about God that made sense; permission to explore who

Jesus might have been beyond obtuse creedal statements and dogmatic

orthodoxy; and, interestingly, I discovered that much of my struggle with

doubt growing up was over trying to stomach subordinating and restricting

rules about women in the late 50’s, backed up by random biblical texts

extracted to suit the cultural and religious climate which, of course, was

shaped by men.  My book “Why We’re Equal” is thus a continuation of

addressing my doubts – I talk about that here in June!

What slowly dawned on me was that such doubts are from God, Divine

nudges pushing us to question, to not leave our minds at the church door;

perhaps the only way the Divine Voice can reach us through the maze of

dogmas masquerading as truth and say, “You shall know the truth and the

truth will set you free.”  Isn’t this how doubts work in real life?  Without

creative doubt, the earth would still be flat; diseases sent by the Devil and

space travel impossible.  Every major breakthrough happens because people

doubt current limits of knowledge and refuse to be silenced by the crowd,

like the boy who cried “naked” at the Emperor’s new clothes.   Doubting is
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not something we have to get rid of – heaven help us if we do – and we need

to challenge those who tell us so!  Like the naked Emperor, beliefs are

paraded before us today with trappings from earlier centuries scarcely

covering their ‘nakedness’ but the little boys and girls are still few who will

verbalize nagging questions and expose intellectual oppression for what it is.

Someone asked me once why I did not call the book “In Defense of inquiry”

or “questioning.”  They felt uncomfortable being called a doubter, even

though they were, proving my point that doubt has a negative grading in

religion over against inquiry or questioning, which suggest a more passive

stance of asking questions of an authority rather than trusting one’s own

authority enough to doubt the received truth.

How did we get into this predicament in religion?  I’m sure at this point you

have made some connections -- Doubting Thomas for one!!!  I’ve always felt

sorry for Thomas.  Next to Judas (who may now have a reprieve with the

Lost Gospel of Judas), Thomas drew the worst press, just for keeping his

options open until he saw the nail-holes.  His stance was entirely reasonable

and yet Peter, who denied Jesus, deserted him, and then did not believe the

women, became head of the church while Thomas’ credentials deteriorated

into a syndrome named after him – a Doubting Thomas!  In reality, Thomas
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acted no differently from the other disciples, recorded as frightened by a

resurrection appearance, thinking Jesus a ghost. Jesus said to them, “why are

you troubled and doubts arise in your minds?  It’s me, not a ghost.  Touch

and see.”  Other New Testament  references to Thomas paint him as astute

and intelligent and stories beyond the New Testament canon credit him with

many later accomplishments for the faith. Perhaps Church authorities could

handle the Peters of this world better than the Thomases who used their

minds to question.  By building on Jesus’ comment to Thomas, “Blessed are

those who do not see but believe,” the Good Christian has become, in

contrast to Doubting Thomas, the one who believes, even without evidence.

Other Biblical passages mentioning doubt are not as negative as they have

been billed.  The repeated narrative pattern of the disciples doubting then

believing is not condemned but shown as a necessary process of “becoming,”

of living an unfolding story and putting pieces together, often with the wrong

answers, as we still do!   A verse in James 1 says “Ask in faith, never

doubting, for the one who doubts is like a wave of the sea, driven and tossed

by the wind.(James 1: 5 – 8).”  This text has been used repeatedly to scold

doubters, yet, in its context, it says the opposite!  The writer tells readers

facing great trials that God will give, generously and ungrudgingly, as much
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wisdom as needed to be mature and complete, but they must ask in

confidence, without doubting that wisdom will be given so they can rightly

discern truth, rather than being tossed back and forth by various teachings –

sounds like a healthy process of doubt and discernment to me!  It’s easy to

lift out phrases like “those who doubt are like waves tossed by the wind,” to

silence anyone calling the emperor naked – which is exactly why we have to

be good doubters, paying attention when something taught does not line up

with our experience or reason.

Apart from attempts to read negativity to doubt into the New Testament,

doubt has usually been presented as the opposite of faith and belief.  Faith

versus doubt fills our hymns and liturgies -- St Francis’s prayer says,

“Where there is hatred, bring love; where there is injury, pardon; where

there is doubt, faith.”  Another hymn pleads “Drive the dark night of doubt

away” - you can think of others.  As long as we call doubt the opposite of

faith or belief, doubt will never get a fair hearing as the religious goal is to

encourage faith and belief and -- by corollary -- dispel doubt!  The opposite

of faith is to be without faith.  The opposite of belief  is unbelief.   Neither

are the same as doubt.  And faith and belief are not even the same.  Faith is a

response to an experience or feeling about something, like a gut feeling later
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confirmed by experience.   Beliefs, on the other hand, are human concepts,

doctrines or propositions formalized within a tradition, ‘truths’ we must

believe.  Faith and beliefs is the difference between the questions “On whom

or what do you set your heart” and “What things do you believe?”  Doubt is

the discrepancy between the two.  Doubts arise when belief systems do not

line up with our own experience or intuitive faith in something. Doubt points

out this discrepancy, nudging us to bring the two into line unless, of course,

we are told the beliefs cannot change, thus our experience must be at fault.

By separating belief and faith, we see it is possible for our beliefs to collapse

like rows of dominoes without losing our faith in Something.  Paul Tillich

said:

The situation of doubt, even doubt about God, need not separate us from God.

There is faith in every serious doubt, namely, the faith in the truth as such, even if

the only truth we can express is our lack of truth.

The word “authority” keeps popping up in the context of doubt.  We choose

authorities every moment of life – recommendations for the best washing

machine; how to fix our computer and where to go on vacation.  When it

comes to religious truth however, the authority is – God, end of discussion!

But how do we know what God says?  Easy answer -- “What the Bible says.

”  Problem!  Glimpse casually through church history!  Every decade,
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someone new has claimed to know God’s truth, to have seen God’s cards,

hence our different denominations and sects! There are thousands claiming

to know God’s will, all reading something different from the same Bible!

God may well have something definite in mind, but the reality is that

knowledge of the Divine is always mediated through humans -- even the

Bible through its authors and readers.  Historically, the authority for

knowledge in Christianity has been invested in an office, whether through

ordination or through charismatic claims to a ‘hot line’ to God.  Yet even

when such people claim to be saying what the Bible says, they are

interpreting it in their particular way, just as its editors and translators over

centuries worked the text in their particular ways.   Cult leaders, parents,

theologians and churches have long used their authority to name the truth to

silence women, the poor, different races and other religions.  Treating our

doubts seriously means examining our authorities and asking ourselves

whether they need changing or reinterpreting.  Of course, this is not a simple

thing since such authorities are often our only resource; and confidence to

challenge those with power over us to name what God thinks does not come

easily unless one has some authority to offer alternative opinions.  Not until

the Sixties when women theologians entered University faculties in
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sufficient numbers to launch a corporate women’s voice were the doctrines

arguing women’s subordination seriously challenged.

Claiming Scripture as our authority does not remove the problem.  Last year

I was asked to preach in Canberra.  When I looked at the lectionary readings,

each had a significant theological problem hotly debated in academic circles.

I won’t go into detail, but the first reading included an attempt to exclude

women from church leadership at the end of the First Century; the second, a

Psalm, promising that those who follow God’s laws will be happy and

prosperous in this life, but the wicked will wither and perish, something not

true in everyday life.  The third passage was similar -- whatever we ask of

God, we know we have obtained the requests made of God. The fourth was

Jesus’ long pre-arrest prayer in John’s Gospel, on which so many doctrines

have been built, but which raises all sorts of questions as to whether these

were Jesus’ actual words and if so, who copied them down verbatim in the

garden!  I don’t know what other preachers did, but I used the opportunity,

after explaining the theological dilemmas, to suggest that the greatest need

in church communities is to talk seriously together about how we read and

use the Bible as an authority.  Community-splitting debates about

homosexuality are not about homosexuality as such but about what the Bible
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says, or does not say, about it.  Political debates about the RU486 drug are

not so much about its safety but about what the Bible does, or does not say,

about when life begins.  The debate about teaching intelligent design in

schools is not about fair educational principles but about what the Bible says

or does not say about creation. This is not new.  Queen Victoria’s

obstetrician was reprimanded for using the new anesthesia on her in

childbirth – “Against scripture,” theologians said, “God ordained pain for

women in childbirth.”  No similar charge was made, I might add, when the

tractor eased man’s curse of toiling in the fields!  Few of us have read the

Bible through or know how its contents have been edited over the centuries,

yet we make amazing claims for this book.  With any other book of such

magnitude, we would ask searching questions about its authors, origins and

changes through history, but this has been discouraged with the Bible.  In

fact, the more authoritative the claims made for it, the less interest there

seems to be in discussing its authenticity -- it has become a magical item to

wave aloft in zippered form as a sign of devotion.  We don’t have time today

to trace its evolution from oral story through many subjective edits by

unknown authors; nor discuss why some books were not included; nor that

early Church Fathers read it as allegory, parable and poetry, not literally; nor

about discrepancies and contradictions, such as two creation stories, major
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disparities between Gospel accounts; inauthentic letters of Paul. Come to

think of it, we don’t even know who authored most of the Bible, yet people

argue its infallibility on author inspiration!

When the church is confronted with “hard” social and moral questions

today, church newspapers are flooded with letters demanding we “Go back

to the Bible,” listing odd texts from here and there as if this book, enmeshed

in ancient desert cosmology and law, is unquestionably applicable for every

aspect of Twenty-first century life.  Yet these same folk are very selective

with the texts they use.  Jesus’ recipe for discipleship, sell all you have and

give to the poor, is rarely preached literally today, yet “I permit no woman

to teach or have authority over a man,” (1 Tim 2:12) is still used to refuse

ordination to women in some denominations, even while dismissing the

verses immediately before as culturally outdated – women must not braid

their hair or wear gold, pearls or expensive clothes!  On what, or whose,

authority are these verses disposable, yet verses reflecting Greco-Roman

subordination of women eternally binding?   The question to ask is, “Who

stands to benefit from such selective reading?”
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I agree -- we do need to go back to the Bible and there we will find, along

with noble thoughts and actions, divinely sanctioned violence as Yahweh-

led Israelites repeatedly slaughter neighbors to gain land.  In the story of

Sodom and Gomorrah, usually used to condemn homosexuality, the

righteous Lot seeks to protect his male house guests from gang rape by

offering his virgin daughters to the mob instead.  Are these the Biblical

“family values” we hear so much about?  In fact, which Biblical family are

we to imitate – Abraham who overcame his wife’s infertility by

impregnating her maid; Jacob earning his two wives; or Paul, who didn’t

advocate marriage for himself and only grudgingly for others?  We are hard

put to find any family in the Bible like the “Biblical family” promoted today.

All this may seem harsh analysis of our soporific acceptance of the Bible,

but sometimes we need to be shaken into awareness of the inconsistent way

in which we behave.  We need to take the Bible seriously if we claim it as

our guide to faith, by no longer ignoring or explaining away the awkward

bits, and also confronting outdated laws from vastly different cultures used

against people today -- whether women, gays, or people from religions other

than our own.
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Claiming the Bible is inspired has prevented doubters critiquing the Bible for years, but

what does it mean?  Some claim God dictated it to human authors, yet we do not know

who they were and don’t have the originals.  Others say God would not allow scripture to

lead us astray, yet the Bible has spawned hundreds of different, often harmful

denominations and sects, all claiming the “only truth” from the same text.  Some claim

the Bible is a scientific textbook, oblivious that Hebrew people, whose story it is, never

read the creation story this way but as a beginning story like those of neighbouring

religions.  Instead of defending the Bible with inerrant and Divinely inspired claims, why

not let the Bible speak for itself.  The word for ‘inspired’ or ‘God-breathed’ occurs only

once in the Bible to describe scripture – 11 Timothy speaks of holding fast what we have

learned because “all scripture is inspired by God and useful for teaching, reproof,

correction, and training in righteousness, so that everyone who belongs to God may be

proficient, equipped for every good work.” (11 Timothy 3: 16).  The Scriptures

mentioned here were Hebrew scrolls not yet collected together and certainly not

including the New Testament.  No explanation is given for what “inspired by God”

meant, nor are claims made for scripture beyond its usefulness as a guide to life.  On the

other hand, the idea of “inspired” or “God-breathed” appears often in the Bible to

describe human beings – the Spirit metaphorically breathed into clay at creation; the

Spirit coming upon people, including Jesus, to anoint them for a mission; Jesus breathing

the Spirit into his followers (John 16: 13) and the Spirit coming on all at Pentecost.  This

recurring “in-spiration” of people in general, not just some unknown folk who compiled

the Biblical writings, suggests that Spirit-authorization does not lie in words or pages but

in people attuned to the Spirit’s nudges, reading the scriptures, not as infallible, but as
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useful guides to religious life.  While the Bible holds a central place for Christianity

because it contains the story of Jesus, to claim it is the only or final story negates the

Bible itself with its promise that the Spirit continues to work in the world, bringing more

light and truth so we too can write our stories of divine encounters.  Giving the Bible the

respect it deserves as the story of God’s people at a particular time and place, also means

we must challenge attempts to twist these ancient desert experiences into timeless rules,

what Jesus challenged in his day.  When the Bible is used to encourage hate; oppress

human beings; incite violence against humanity or the earth; or demand we leave our

minds behind, it behooves us “inspired” or “God-breathed” humans to liberate the Bible

from those who use it in inappropriate, non-compassionate ways.

I talked before of big and little doubts and some of the biggest, of course, are about God

-- God’s existence, nature and will.  Whatever we say about God is a metaphor since no

one has seen God, yet over the centuries, a few Divine metaphors have become reality,

especially the all-powerful, all-knowing male Ruler Being who orchestrates everything

from afar, punishing or rewarding accordingly.  For most people, this is the only God

they know of and they would be surprised to think there are other options.  Yet our image

of God matters.  When our beloved nine year old granddaughter is abducted, violently

raped, and murdered, our image of God must explain this dreadful experience for us.

Some will say God wanted her in heaven, but why such a horrendous way to die -- why

not just stop her breathing in her sleep?  Some will say that God allowed it to happen, not

caused it, in order to test or strengthen our faith, but why a cruel sacrifice of someone

else to make us more pious or test our loyalty?  Some simply call it a ‘mystery,’ some
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bigger Divine plan we can’t understand, which then guilts us into shoving our doubts

under the rug because to express them would be to question and all-knowing God.  We

go through these theological gymnastics simply because we somehow have the fit

dreadful events into some inerrant belief about a God of love.   A Catholic woman in one

of my classes bore terrible guilt for divorcing an abusive man, especially when her

friends told her she would go to hell if she remarried.  It didn’t make sense that a loving

God would put her in an abuse situation, punish her for leaving, then condemn her for

finding happiness with someone else.  She began the long journey out of guilt in our

class, finding new ways to image God, but one day she arrived in tears.  Her sister was

missing in Guatemala and her church told her that whatever happened was God’s plan.

Infused with guilt from the cradle, the woman immediately reverted to the why questions

and decided God was now punishing her for attending my class and doubting her old

ideas of God!

Her particular image of God is thankfully not the only, or even dominant Biblical image.

I have just finished a book on Images of God, arguing that the earliest Divine images

were formless, more like energy within the universe, not some anthropomorphic Being

over against us.  Contemporary theology, especially Process theology, images the Divine

as the initial aim or urge within everything in the universe, suggesting in each moment

optimum choices which move us towards richness and beauty, but not just us, every cell

of the universe.  Such an image, which I do not have time to develop here but is certainly

found in Christian Scripture, means God is not all-powerful in the sense that God can do

anything – a claim that has raised questions for centuries as to why an all-powerful, all-

good God does not prevent suffering.  This alternate image re-defines power, not as
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dominant power over but as enabling, luring power within, thus limited by whether

humans choose to listen to the Divine nudge or not.  In this alternate model, if someone

drives a car down the wrong side of the road at 200 km an hour and kills someone, this

has nothing to do with a grand Divine plan, either God’s or a Devil’s, but a crazy human

who refused to hear the Divine nudge within. Since this metaphor of Divine energy is an

integral part of the pulsing universe, affecting and affected by everything that happens,

God suffers as well in this senseless action.  Our images of God matter because they

determine what we believe God to be and therefore how we respond -- with fear,

confidence or love. What has this to do with doubt?  A lot.  If our only image of God

does not make sense or explain our experience, doubts about God arise.  This is why I ask

people which God they have rejected because I may not believe in that God either!

If God has caused problems for doubters, so has the person and work of

Jesus the Christ, to use theological phraseology.  Thanks to Jesus research

over the last few hundred years and accelerated today, many traditional

doctrines such as the virgin birth, resurrection, atonement theories and the

Trinity have been re-examined, validating many secret doubts about the

Jewish man Jesus who evolved through four centuries of Christianity into a

Divine Saviour and part of the Godhead, together with a slew of atonement

theories as to how his death solved some cosmic dilemma.  Questions are

also asked about how Adam and Eve, not mentioned in the Hebrew Bible
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after Genesis 6 and never by Jesus except as a passing example of a good

relationship, became the core of Christian theology on sin and fall, neither of

which (sin and fall) are actually mentioned in the original Jewish story.  We

are also asking how women, through Eve, became the bearers of sin and evil

and how women’s subordination was linked to Eve being created second and

from Adam, even though the first creation story has them created

simultaneously and equal!  We are asking why certain Gospel writings made

the Fourth Century canon and why others circulated in the early church did

not; and why some passages of scripture were edited in or out according to

the orthodoxy of the time.  Such questioning can happen when people can

pursue their doubts.

Unfortunately, many church communities are not hospitable space for

doubters – and I don’t mean lacking tea and scones, nor do I mean

inhospitable places only for lay folk.  Many pastors preach certainty on

Sundays and weep alone during the week in the private desert into which

their doubts have exiled them.  What if doubts were seen as an essential part

of the dance of life and faith and as such, freely discussed, not just in study

groups off to the side, but from the pulpit?  What if church leaders believed

the people of God do not want to be dependent on theological crumbs

brushed from the altar in “suitable doses” as authorities deem?  What if we
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could graduate from spiritual milk to solids, and not just a pureed mess

palatable enough not to spit out, yet bland enough to disguise any

identifiable ingredients?  For many of us, gatherings like this provide our

food and a place to explore doubts together and find a faith that fits.  Many

of us have, or will become church alumni, finding a place without further

need for the traditional church -- there is certainly a precedent for house

churches in the Bible!  But for those whose history within the church is an

important part of who we are, we have to discover ways to advocate

progressive Christianity boldly within those walls, determined, like Elisabeth

Schussler Fiorenza, not to let others define the faith in outdated, irrelevant

ways.  Mainline churches feeling the pressure of falling numbers on the one

hand and strident calls back to literalism on the other are not always open to

progressive Christianity, fearing they will lose even more than they gain, so

the challenge is huge, yet not impossible, especially if we are prepared to

support each other, chip away together at the resistance and proclaim the

good news of progressive Christian thinking as fervently as others proclaim

the opposite.

There is so much more to say, but I’ll finish with the words of theologian

scientist Charles Birch:
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To take risks is the safest thing for a Christian to do.  The sturdiest faith comes out

of a struggle with doubt.  One thing I know for sure; in the business of living one

must not live by certainties but by visions, risks and passion.  Visions: to see the

future in hope and expect the best of people and situations.  Risks: to venture forth

in faith and not count the cost.  Passion: to feel with all one’s heart, to show

emotion, to share one’s deepest experiences.  This is to be saved by hope.


